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R
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H
POETS ED

VALLEY OF THE B IRC H ES

For miles before they reached the place,
they could smell it; a hideous stench
that none remembered from before
when they burned towns or hamlets;
by now they knew the smell of Death.
Young soldiers retched; others jeered,
then swallowed the last dregs of vodka.
At dawn they trudged towards
the line of ever-spreading smoke.
The wintry sun wore the veil
that belched endlessly so that now
there was no horizon; just a hellish pall,
even the fences were wrapped in it,
the barbed wire impossible to cross.
The creatures appeared from huts
like corpses animated by morning;
they shuffled towards the fence,
grinning weirdly, their bones ready
to split their faces, their shaven heads
as if the skin were about to vanish,
leaving moving skulls in tattered rags.
The soldiers stopped; only a young one went on.
They stretched their bony hands to his
but he cried out remembering the day
his mother returned from the gulag.
He was six years old.
The memory that plagued him, now made real;
he fell to the ground.

Mary Turley McGrath
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THINK ING OUTS ID E TH E SOCK S

‘I’ve got new socks.’
She stares up at me
then points to her feet.
‘And at home I have
another pair – they’re yellow!’
I look gravely at her socks.
‘Yes, they’re beautiful,
your socks.
But another pair at home!
And you have only got
one pair of feet.
You should give one pair
to me.’
She looks up at me, equally
gravely.
‘I will give you a pair,’
she says,
‘when you’ve grown
as small as me.’

Afric McGlinchey
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AD ULT PUB LIS H ED

WINNE
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H
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TUB RID

I dip my cup in the water
watch the clear spring swim into the enamel:
like a great tongue licking it clean, dousing it,
letting the water flow out to gush amongst the rushes,
baptising spawned salmon and eager tadpoles,
out into the countryside, to pour itself into some unseen river
— blessed are the fish who swim here.
Now it is my cup I let the light flow in and drink
as though I have walked all day to reach this shore,
have not stopped or slept or eaten,
have carried on my back all that I own —
my new-born child begging for milk.
The cold of the water startling
as it makes its way through my tributaries,
fills my lakes and corries, floods my wetlands,
bubbling through to my skin.
And I reach down, pick up my load
and journey back amongst the non-believers,
through the shanty towns, to the furthest point of nowhere,
where I will give milk to my baby daughter,
as though I am the well and I know only plenty.

Karen O’Connor
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THE WA LNUT D R ES SER

The walnut dresser, a wedding
gift, stands tall and strong and beautiful
as the day it came to you, my mother.
It is you who are fading as your
eyes empty and the papery
skin breaks and bleeds.
I tenderly rub cream into the cracks.
I don’t say a word as you
remember the good days and the
fine man you married.
He who will lift his fist
on a whim, leaving your
girls with nothing solid to hang onto
apart from the walnut dresser;
tall and strong and beautiful.

Wilma Kenny
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Adult Non-Published
Category

AD ULT NON-PUB LISH ED

WINNE

R

A
NON-P DULT
UBLIS
POETS HED

S TOR M

It blows for fourteen days and nights,
oaks tumble, roads subside, on beaches
battered seabirds fall and die.
Kingfishers and herons can’t survive
the depth and speed of swollen streams.
It blows for fourteen days and nights.
Islanders watch in growing fright
the coastal waves of eighty feet,
battered seabirds fall and die.
Farmers stand rooted at the sight
of speckled trout in flooded fields.
It blows for fourteen days and nights.
Villages cut off from those nearby,
every storm defence is breached,
battered seabirds fall and die.
Across the world, tsunami tides
send warnings we refuse to heed.
It blows for fourteen days and nights,
battered seabirds fall and die

Jane Clarke
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TOUC HS C REEN

Sustainability is my fingertip.
Everywhere a touchscreen of life.
Choose an icon,
Flick a switch,
Turn a key,
Twist a tap,
Press a button,
Strike a match,
Set a dial,
Programme this,
Scan that.
The beep of the checkout,
The shudder of ignition,
The lick-stick of rubber on road,
The whee of the spin,
The whirr of the boiler.
A barbed cacophony, a racket, a fracas,
Twenty-four-seven.
A global keyboard,
Every wanton ping, a micro stab on Mother Earth.
Tiddly-winking our way to another disaster,
A new catastrophe.
Can we synthesize this discord?
Reset, retune?
Synergetic, sympathetic, symbiotic,
Dovetailed into our slot in time.
Sustainability is my fingertip.
My carbon fingerprint,
Unique,
Let it speak of me.

Philomena Gallen
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THE GLAC IERS

“And death shall have no dominion...
Though they sink through the sea they shall rise again”
Dylan Thomas
I almost hear them go,
The growlers breaking off,
Into the rising sea.
Chile’s Jorge Montt;
Or Athabascar in the north.
They’ve shaped the awesome
Valleys of my world.
A boy in Borrowdale
And Esk,
An old man now in Maam
And Innagh.
They’ve made the way
My earth flows,
From high bog, mere soakage,
A dialogue with cloud
And then the sudden spring
Into all the frozen architecture
Of that now empty space,
The wide cathedralled space,
That seems too large to hold me.
While the small stream swells,
A last turbulence,
That finally falls and flows,
Flows to the full-fathomed sea.
I ride astride a dolphin’s back
Or deeper,
Deeper with pearled eyes,
Look up to greet
The dark-brown gaze
Of one, last, white, bear.

Anthony Hegarty
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Schools Post-Primary
Senior Category
Transition Year, 5th and 6th Year

POS T-PR IM A RY S ENIOR

WINNE

R

SE
POST-PNIOR
RIM
POETS ARY

THE A NAR C H IS T

Let me manage this mischief with my two wrong feet
Bright miser’s eyes
Light, twiddling fingers
I was born to break pencils and shake foundations
To tune the wise words out
Listen to my furiously beating heart
I was born to look away from the sun when it rises
Big brother watching me
The straw in a stack of needles
Sucking up the silence like they guzzle up your life
And tie you in a bundle of paper notes
They make you happier than freedom ever will
I was born to shed my wings and slither into my snakeskin
Watch the world crumble
Like chocolate biscuits
I clench my fists the crumbs crumble through the white knuckles
And watch as you nod along
Write between the lines
I was born so I could die on a cross with its head lobbed off
Stand in the rain
And bleed into the gutter
I was born to be a rebel and scream into the silence
Burst into light
Trace the contours of eternity
I am the boy in the hoodie I am the deep roller
I break apart on the road
And the cars peck at me
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POST-PR IM ARY S ENIOR

I am a fool in a world of sensible men
With sensible rules
I am the idealist
I am the anarchist
I was born to die
On the altar
Of progress.

Emma Tobin
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TO TH E POINT

We are the believers
The ones that cause the pain
We are plain deceivers
And we’re the only ones to blame.
Incredible is a liar
But we only speak the truth
We set those thoughts on fire
Once whoever tells us to.
We are the protectors
And we shall feel no shame
We are the trouble collectors
And to us it’s all the same.
You can tell us to stop
And fight blind and strong
But our fault it is not
When you are in the wrong
And when you feel all tired and weak
Near the point of breaking
You won’t find the apology that you seek
For us you are forsaking.
Next time choose your words
And secrets we won’t spill
Let’s pretend that you’re the murderer
So the victim we won’t kill.

Mariana Byrne
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TIM E

A child with hollow, beaded eyes,
Matchstick bones, no food.
Old men with deceiving lies,
Young and old shed blood.
Two hearts apart;
Denied their marriage.
Young, alone;
Her funeral carriage.
No more firewood.
But do not look through the icy window at all that is
Unjust,
Please step up to make a change, use your hands, you
must!
A dire world of all that’s hate,
But
It’s
Not
Too
Late.

Eden Healy
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Schools Post-Primary
Junior Category
1st — 3rd year

POST-PR IM ARY JUNIOR

WINNE

R
POST-P
RIMAR
Y
JUNIO
R
POETS
PER C EPTIONS

All girls in the kitchen,
All boys are strong.
And if you are not,
You are said to be wrong.
All Asians are smart,
All teenagers are punks.
All black people steal,
All Irish are drunks.
All Travellers fight,
All Americans are fat.
All old people are useless,
All lonely women own cats.
All politicians are crooked,
All poets are gay.
All Muslims are terrorists,
All white people owned slaves.
All Germans are Nazis,
All Canadians are friendly.
All Russians are communists,
All Caucasians drive Bentleys.
We all live on one planet,
We will endure forever.
We are one human race,
We share the earth together.
So let’s stop being racist,
And swallow our pride –
At the end of the day
We belong to one tribe.

Denis Holton
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POETS
TIM E TO C HA NGE

First world problems as they are most commonly known,
“My nail broke!” “My phone’s dead” on and on the list goes,
The problems this world faces are greater than these,
This world we all share cannot live in ease,
Because these “first world problems” are not problems at all,
They’re complaints, dissatisfaction, that’s all.
People need to realise the pain in the world,
No food, no shelter,
No clean water to drink,
These are problems,
Doesn’t it make you think?
Of all the things we take for granted
This paper,
This pen,
Our world isn’t fair,
Our world isn’t just,
And that’s it I’ve had enough,
This world needs to change!
Not tomorrow or next week,
This world needs to start changing today,
Don’t you think?
No matter your age, your gender or race,
This world is ours to own,
Ours to change,
Because in the end it’s up to us.

Michelle McCormack
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POST-PR IM ARY JUNIOR

WINNE

R
POST-P
RIMAR
Y
JUNIO
R
POETS
FAM INE R ELIEF

Enthusiastic shouting, people crying,
Hands guide me gently, caressing my frame.
Flames flicker, smells crowd me.
Sounds reach ears that have been deaf.
My children flock me, scared.
We sit huddling around blazes
Of red, yellow and gold.
Memories flash; a house empty; of hunger.
Bowls reach our hands,
Broth lies in them,
Soon it is gone
And water reaches parched lips.

Seán de Grá
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POETS
WATER

Water washes over my hand
Water slips away like sand
Water trickles down a river
Water slides just like a slither
Water is patient and knows when to wait
Water doesn’t mind if it shows up late
Water has been here in the beginning
And water will be here until the end.

Jade Nolan
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Primary Senior
Category
5th — 6th class

PR IMA RY S ENIOR

WINNE

R

PRIMA
R
SENIO Y
R
POETS

GR EEN W ORLD
Dad can be a bore talking about all “his stuff,”
With all his Eco cars and super toilets,
He thinks he doesn’t talk enough.
So I was just sitting there quietly listening to Dad babble on,
When I felt quite suddenly,
Something was wrong.
I looked outside the window and to my surprise,
was a dozen flying Eco cars,
before my very eyes.
Rushing quickly to the door and over to the fence,
I saw a world I didn’t know,
A world that didn’t make sense.
There was a veggie garden in every house,
Solar panels on the roof,
I even saw a poodle; cleaning up his poop.
Former dirty bandits were walking with their nanas
And every time a wrapper fell, people went bananas.
Primary students came out in tens
To empty out recycling bins,
When college guys had a narly party in the park,
They tidied up and packed away like Noah’s Ark.
Finally people were using their heads,
Toilets flushed garlic juice instead.
The trouble with compost was at ease,
We made enough for the Chinese,
Electric cars charged up like little kids with chocolate bars,
Suddenly …….
I awoke to the sound of my Dad; and boy was I glad,
Although it was a dream,
I now know we can achieve anything we believe.
I also know that super toilets and Eco cars aren’t as far away as Mars.
Conor Clarke
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R
SENIO Y
R
POETS

M AK E A C HA NGE

“Go upstairs and make your bed”
The selfish boy’s mother said.
“But that’s not fair” the boy stared to whine.
That’s the cleaners job it’s not mine.
“I’m hungry” the young girl started to nag.
She took an apple out of her bag.
“Actually I’m not hungry anymore”
She said as she threw away the apple core.
“Pick it up her mother chided giving her a glare. “Why
Can’t someone else do it” she said “it’s not fair!”
And as these children grew up
They never pulled their weight
And when they tried to fix their habits
It was far too late
You could be the kind of person
People turn to in need.
The kind of person who takes
Responsibility and never succumbs to greed.
Or you could be selfish
Counted on to kick up a fuss
But we make this decision
It’s up to us!
So please donate a euro it won’t cause you
Any strife. It may not seem like much
But it could save a life.

Flora McDonnell
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A V OICE OF H IS OW N

In the corner, alone and staring.
Silent, broken, completely unbearing.
Inside he feels that no one is listening.
To tell, he thinks, would be daring and risking.
He crouches even smaller in hope no one will see.
Unaware that someone’s watching, that someone is me.
I used to be that person, unwanted and alone,
but then I told someone, I got a voice of my own
I understand the pain and suffering,
The scars that are left behind.
Not only on the outside,
But on the inside, in your mind.
I take his hand, I speak to him.
I will him to be strong.
To find the strength inside of him, to speak out and belong

Katie Hennessy
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JUS T ONE WIS H

There are children
In the world today
Who never get
To laugh and play
Who never get
To go to school
Never get
To learn the rules
They have to cook
All their own meals
They have to forage
Even steal
They don’t have parents
To keep them safe
Don’t have houses
They have to find
Their own way
They don’t have clean water
That’s safe to drink
But that’s unfair
Don’t you think?
It’s up to us
To change all this
Opportunities not to miss
If you had the chance
Just one wish
Would you wish to
Fix all this?
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Would you wish to
Bring the end
Of poverty and instead
Bring world peace
And end hunger too?
Just one wish,
What will you do?

Saoirse O’Connor
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Primary Junior
Category

PR IMA RY JUNIOR
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PRIMA
R
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R
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GLOB AL GLOWING

Ice caps melting,
Sliding around,
Making puddles,
Upon the ground
Burning, firing, flaming up
I’m always scared it will erupt
A nuclear plant is a hard place to work
You never know where the waste will lurk
Can we stop this awful threat?
The answer is maybe not yet.

Aoibhin Holmes
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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

MARY TURLEY-MCGRATH’S second collection, Forget the Lake (Arlen House), was
published in 2013. She received her M Phil. in Creative Writing from Trinity College Dublin.
Her work has been published in magazines and anthologies, including The Forward Book of
Poetry 2011.

KA REN O’CONNOR has two books of poetry published with Doghouse Books,
Fingerprints (On Canvas) (2005) and Between the Lines (2011). Karen is winner of Listowel
Writers’ Week Single Poem Prize in 2013.

WILMA KENNY has been published locally and as far away as Canada. She has read, or
had her poetry read, on radio such as RTE for Sunday Miscellany. She is a freelance
journalist living in Belfast with her husband Andrew. They have two grown-up children.

AFRIC MCGLINCH Y‘S début poetry collection, The Lucky Star of Hidden Things, was
published in 2012. She won the Hennessy Poetry Award in 2011 and the Northern Liberties
Poetry Award (USA) in 2012. www.africmcglinchey.com

JANE CLAR KE is widely published in poetry journals in both Ireland and the UK. She
holds an MPhil in Writing from the University of South Wales and has been awarded the
2014 Listowel Writers’ Week Poetry Collection Prize. www.janeclarkepoetry.ie

PHILOM ENA GALLEN is a recently retired primary school teacher from Donegal. She has
had a yearning to write poetry ever since she was a pupil of the late Seamus Heaney whilst
in Teacher Training in Carysfort College. Retirement has afforded her the opportunity, at
long last, to have a go.

ANTHONY H EGARTY lives in Co. Galway and has had a poem published in Burning Bush
2. He won the Kenny’s Bookshop Culture Night poetry prize in 2013. After teaching and then
directing a small theatre company in London, he retired to Ireland to write in 1994. He has
an M.Sc. in Transpersonal Psychology.

EMM A TOBIN is seventeen and a fifth year student in the Holy Family Secondary School
in Newbridge, Co. Kildare. Emma has just completed her first collection of poetry, as well as
two novels, which she is currently seeking a publisher for. Emma writes for News & Views,
Face Up magazine and has been published in The Irish Times. She has won the Stories for
the Ear and The Dublin Book Festival writing competitions.

MARIANA BYRNE is fifteen years old. She attends Abbey Community College, Ferrybank,
Co. Waterford and writing poetry is one of her passions.
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EDEN HEALY is a sixteen-year-old student in her fifth year at Colaiste Pobail Setanta,
Clonee. She lives with her family in Tyrrelstown. Her interests include art, music and
literature.

DENIS HOLTON is fourteen years old and a second year student in St. Mary’s Secondary
School, Edenderry, Co. Offaly. He enjoys poetry and creative writing and also sports,
especially football. He is delighted his poem came first in his category.

MIC HELLE MCCORMACK is fourteen years old. She enjoys writing and playing music.

SEÁN DE GR Á is thirteen and attends Coláiste Eoin, in Stillorgan, Co. Dublin. He
developed an interest in creative writing and poetry while in his primary school, Gaelscoil
Thaobh na Coille. His other interests include reading, hurling and karate. He also plays
piano and flute.

J ADE NOLAN is a first year secondary student in Coláiste Muire, Tourmakeady,
Co. Mayo. She is also a cheerleader and came second in the Irish All Star National
Cheerleading competition. She wrote her poem ‘Water’ as part of R.E. class.

CONOR CLA R KE is thirteen years old and lives in Westport Co Mayo. He enjoys drama,
drawing and poetry. He recently starred in two short movies as part of a summer film
course and has since had a number of auditions. He plays soccer and Gaelic for his school
and rugby for his local club.

FLORA MC DON NELL is eleven years old. She likes to draw, play sports and play the
guitar and the piano which means she has a jam-packed schedule. She loves writing poems
because they come in so many different genres so there’s one to suit every mood.

KATIE H ENNESSY is a sixth class student in St. Colman’s National School, Clara,
Co. Kilkenny. She has a love of writing inspired by her love of reading, both the classics and
modern literature.

SAOIRSE O’C ONNOR lives in Skibbereen in West Cork. She is eleven years old and
attends Abbeystrewry National School. She enjoys writing poetry and playing table tennis.

AOIB HIN H OLMES is eight years old and in third class at Sooey National School in Co.
Sligo where her teacher is Mr. Egan, a cycling and creative writing enthusiast. She doesn’t
mind living in a rainy county because her favourite thing to do is to curl up in bed with a
book, except that she also loves to swim in the sea and to jump giant waves.
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Trócaire and Poetry Ireland have worked in partnership for many years,
exploring global justice through poetry and creative writing, mostly
through schools. Our first joint poetry competition ‘Imagining a Just and
Free World’ was launched on All Ireland Poetry Day, in October 2011.
The second competition, to mark Trócaire’s 40th anniversary in 2013, was
on the theme of ‘Today’s Children, Tomorrow’s World’.
This year’s competition, entitled ‘It’s Up To Us!’ focused on the need for all of us to
protect our environment, and to take action to conserve our precious resources.
To encourage emerging and experienced voices alike, the competitions were open to all
writers, ranging from published poets to primary school students, and there was no
entry fee. This all-inclusive format is what makes the Trócaire and Poetry Ireland
competition unique.
The judges for this year’s competition were Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill, multi award-winning
poet and the first Ireland Professor of Poetry; Mary Shine Thompson, former chair of
Poetry Ireland and former Dean at St. Patrick’s College, Drumcondra (Dublin City
University); and Trish Groves, Campaigns Officer with Trócaire.
We hope you enjoy this third booklet of winning entries, from poets in thirteen counties
across the island of Ireland.
Éamonn Meehan, Executive Director of Trócaire
Maureen Kennelly, Director of Poetry Ireland

TRÓCAIRE
Trócaire envisages a just and peaceful world where people’s
dignity is ensured and rights are respected; where basic needs
are met and resources are shared equitably; where people have
control over their own lives and those in power act for the
common good.
www.trocaire.org

POETRY IRELAND
Poetry Ireland/ÉigseÉireann is the national organisation for poetry
in Ireland and also runs the Writers in Schools Scheme the mission
of which is ‘to empower the participant by facilitating a magical and
memorable experience through the imaginative, emotional and
intellectual energy and belief in language that the writer brings to
the classroom.’ We serve all 32 counties and receive support from
The Arts Council of Ireland/An Chomhairle Ealaíon and
The Arts Council of Northern Ireland.
www.poetryireland.ie
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